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So you want to 
contribute…
Onboarding on our contribution guide



How Can I Contribute?

Use It
Test It
Hack It

Design & 
Propose Develop



How Can I Contribute? - TL;DR

Use It
Test It
Hack It

Design & 
Propose Develop

1. Find bugs
2. Detect Vulnerabilities
3. Identify Improvements
4. Propose missing features
5. Report on GitHub by 

creating an issue
6. Follow the issue creation 

guide

1. Grab any improvement or 
missing feature

2. Design the best possible 
solution

3. Propose an execution 
plan

4. Create milestones, 
projects and issues

5. Follow the Milestone 
Creation Guide

1. Analyze open issues
2. Understand current 

implementation
3. Comment possible 

approaches on forums
4. Follow the Community 

Developer Guide\
5. Fork the Project
6. Develop and Test
7. Create a PR

https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/issue.md
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/issue.md
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/milestone.md
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/milestone.md
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/development.md
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/development.md


1. Check before you go

● Check our site Pocket-Website

● Read the docs Pocket-Docs

● Analyze current implementation Current(V0) Next(V1)

● Check open issues Pocket-Issues

● See forum discussions Pocket-Forum

● Read the FAQ Pocket-FAQ

● Join our YouTube Channel Pocket-Channel

● Search the web

Where Can I Start?

https://www.pokt.network/
https://docs.pokt.network/home/
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket-core
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/issues
https://forum.pokt.network/
https://forum.pokt.network/faq
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGmpLWCmaCUToSwK9ZQWG_A


2. Get Involved

● Being a contributor it’s about joining a community

● Participate and open threads on our forum Pocket-Forum

● Follow & Comment threads on GitHub Pocket-Repos

● Connect to our telegram group t.me/POKTnetwork

● Join our Discord Server and meet amazing people

Join Discord!
discord.gg/pokt

Where Can I Start?

https://forum.pokt.network/
https://github.com/pokt-network
https://t.me/POKTnetwork
https://discord.gg/pokt


3. Fasten your seatbelt

● Consume our APIs & use our SDKs App-Developer

● Run a Node on your local Node-Runner

● Review some Open PR V0 PR’s V1 PR’s

● Analyze Open Issues and Milestones

● Read Development Docs V0 Docs V1 Docs

● Read the Contribution Guide Community Contribution Guide

Where Can I Start?

https://docs.pokt.network/home/paths/app-developer
https://docs.pokt.network/home/paths/node-runner
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket-core/pulls
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/pulls
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket-core/tree/staging/doc
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/tree/main/docs
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/CONTRIBUTING.md


I’ve found a bug!

You’ve found a bug, vulnerability or missing feature, follow this 

steps



I’ve found a bug!

Which channels can I use to discuss and follow up?

- Check open issues Pocket-Issues

- See forum discussions Pocket-Forum

- Join our Discord Server discord.gg/pokt

I’m Ready to create an Issue?!

- Follow the Issue Creation Guide

- If it’s just reporting, keep the issue unassigned

- If it’s a bug, include as many details as you can and how to 

reproduce

- Make sure to find a proper milestone

https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/issues
https://forum.pokt.network/
https://discord.gg/pokt
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/issue.md


I know how to architect this!

There’s a pending feature and you know how to architect the best 

solution, make sure you follow these steps,



I know how to architect this!

Which channels can I use to discuss and follow up?

- Check open issues Pocket-Issues

- See forum discussions Pocket-Forum

- Join our Discord Server discord.gg/pokt

I’m Ready to create an The Milestone and Issues?!

- Follow the Milestone Creation Guide

- Follow the Issue Creation Guide

- If it’s just planning, keep the issues unassigned

- Have coworkers and contributors, put lot of details so other can 

join and help you

https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/issues
https://forum.pokt.network/
https://discord.gg/pokt
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/milestone.md
https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/issue.md


I know how to architect this!

Planning and Organizing

- What’s an integration Issue? Integration issues are the main 

issue attached to the milestone. They define the overall work 

scope.

- What’s a non integration Issue? Every milestone could be 

splitted on smaller Issues. Issues track individual goals that 

will sum to the overall milestone.

- You should never work on the Integration Branch

- PRs to the integration branch can be dirty

- PRs to the main project from the integration branch should be clean



I want to implement this!

You’ve found the perfect issue to start working on, follow these steps



I want to implement this!

Beginning your Journey

- Follow the Development Guide

- Fork the project & Create an Issue Branch

- Work on the code and tests

- Create PR to the Integration Branch, add Reviewers

- Update code and add more testing based on comments

- Resolve Comments

- Wait for Approvals

- Merge the PR to the Integration Branch

https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/development.md


Integration Branch Ready

You report a feature or bug, you architect the solution, and 

implement the code. You had your code reviewed and merge on the 

integration branch, what next??



Integration Branch Ready

- Follow the Integration Branch Merge Guide

- Open a PR to Main, Add members from the core team

- Wait for Automation Pipeline runs

- Wait for QA Team to run a manual QA Enforcement

- Wait for Approvals

- If you get any comment, open a fix issue and merge it to the 

integration Branch

- Integration Branch is expected to be clean and good

- Merge the PR once minimum approvals criteria is met

- Close Issues and Milestone

https://github.com/pokt-network/pocket/blob/main/docs/contributing/contribution/merge.md


And what about the 
Core Team?
Internal organization and project contribution



We Follow same guidelines



We Follow same guidelines

Community involvement is very important for us, that’s why we consider ourselves 
one more community member.

Some Exceptions (Temporary),

● Merges to main needs to have 2 approvals from the core team
● We are driving the Big Picture and the Long Term Plan
● We don’t require any community approvals to merge our changes

We are expecting this rules to change in short



We are a Web3 Organization

We believe in Web3, we breathe Web3, we behave Web3.



We are a Web3 Organization

● In order to succeed as a Web3 Project, we need to behave as a Web3 Organization

● We are mostly flat

● Ideas became projects, and projects became features, only if we have consensus

● Anyone can be the Owner and the Leader of an Effort

● We use dynamic organization, where everyone has the opportunity to shine

● Team members are categorized based on seniority, and seniority gives them 

stronger voices, but everyone has a voice

● Leaders come naturally, we don’t force structures

We listen, and we evolve



We are Hiring!

We want you to join this journey



Open Profiles

Protocol

Specialist
Senior Golang Dev

Woking on the research, 

development and 

maintenance of the Pocket 

Blockchain Protocol.

Infrastructure

Specialist
Senior DevOps

Create scripts, integrate 

tools and scaffold envs 

to help our team and the 

node-runners.

Testing Arch.

Specialist
Senior Testing Dev

Ensure the project 

quality and build 

automatic testing 

scenarios.

Join the best organization, work on an agile, smart and flat 

environment and help us shape the future.
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